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1- Welcome and introduction
- Prof. Hacene Fouchal welcomed attendees and opened meeting.
- All participants introduced themselves.
- The list of attendees is prepared by Abdellatif Kobbane secretary of CommSoft
- All participants introduced themselves. The list of the attendees is given below: Marwane Ayaida, URCA, marwane.ayaida@univ-reims.fr, Kandaraj Piamart, URCA, kandaraj.piamrat@univ-reims.fr, afifi Hossam, TSP, hossam.afifi@mines-telecom.fr, Veque Véronique University Paris Sud, Veronique.veque@u-psud.fr, labiad Houda Telecom Paris Tech, houda.labiad@telecom-paristech.fr, Lynda Mokdad University of Paris 12, Lynda.mokdad@u-pec.fr, Jalel Ben-Othman University of Paris 13, jbo@univ-paris13.fr, Lyes Khoukhi UTT-Troyes, lyes.khoukhie@utt.fr, Mohammed El Koutbi University Mohammed V of Rabat, Morocco, koutbm@gmail.com, Hassine Moungha University of Paris Descartes, hassine.moungala@parisdescartes.fr, Salah Yousefi Urmia University, Iran, yousefisaleh@gmail.com, Kun Yang University of ESSEX, kunyarg@essex.ac.uk, Halima Elbiaze, University of Quebec at Montreal, elbiaze.halima@uqam.ca, Wessam Ajib, UQAM, ajib.wessam@uqam.ca, Alexandre Mouradian, L2S University PARIS Sud, alexander.mouradian@u-psud.fr, Luca Foschini, University of Bocogna, luca.foschini@unibo.it, Hossam Hassanein, Queen’s University, hossam@cs.queensu.ca Azzedine Boukerche, University of Ottawa (Canada), boukerche@site.uottawa.ca, Periklis Chatzimisios, Alexander TEI of Tressalonki (Greece), peris@itt.teithe.gr Bechir Hamdaoui, Oregon S. University (USA), hamdaoui@eeecs.orst.edu, Tarik Taleb, Aalto University (Finland), talebtarik@gmail.com, Soumaya Cherkaoui, U. Sherbrooke (Canada), soumaya.cherkaoui@usherbrooke.ca Sidi-Mohammed Senouci, University of Bourgogne (France), sidimohammed.senouci@u-bourgogne.fr Sedjelmaci hichem, University of Bourgogne (France), sedjelmaci@ u-bourgogne.fr Cheng Li, Memorial University (Canada), lichen@mun.ca, Nidal Nasser, Alfaaisal University (Saoudi Arabia), nnidal@gmail.com Yacine Ghameri-doudane, University of Larochele (France), yacine.ghameri@univlarochelle.fr Abdallah Shami, University of Western Ontario (Canada), ashami2@uwo.ca, M. Taha Alfaaisal University ataha@alfaaisal.edu, Abderrahim Benslimane University of Avignon (France) benslimane@ieee.org, Abdellatif Kobbane, Mohammed V University of Rabbat (Morroco), abdellatif.kobbane@um5.ac.ma (Secretary) Adlen Ksentini (Vice-
Approval of last meeting minutes
The minutes of the last meeting were presented by Fouchal and approved by all the participants.
- Fouchal reminded that our TC aims to federate activities around software communication covering wide areas from historical issues, protocols, and services and new trends such as SDN, Big Data, and NFV.

2- Approval of the agenda
- The following meeting agenda was proposed and accepted.

3- Approval of Globecom’16 minutes
- The minutes of the last meeting were presented by Fouchal and approved by all the participants.

4- Administrative matters
1. Recertification
- Hacene Fouchal introduced the different steps of the report for recertification, and asked all members to make the maximum effort to increase the attractiveness of this TC.
  - A self-recertification process is on progress.
  - The folder has been sent to our reviewer: Liang Ying Chang.
  - This is a first step before the official one, which will be held soon. Fresh news will be given May 23rd during TAC meeting.

2. Report on the Website
3. Newsletters
4. Social pages: LinkedIn and Facebook
The TC website has been updated according to the IEEE COMSOC TC template. The new version is available at http://commsoft.committees.comsoc.org.

Social groups by Abdellatif Kobbane
- The TC is referenced on Facebook and LinkedIn.

5- Report on SIG Activities
Presented by Hacène Fouchal,
- Special Interest Group on “Communication softwares for Vehicular AdHoc Networks”
  - Coordinator: Prof. Hacene Fouchal (Hacene.Fouchal@univ-reims.fr) – No answer
  - Special Interest Group on “NFV and SDN technologies”
  - Coordinator: Dr. Adlen Ksentini (adlen.ksentini@eurecom.fr) – Yes
  - Special Interest Group on “Security in Software Communication”
    - Coordinator: Prof. Jalel Ben-Othman (jbo@univ-paris13.fr) – Yes
  - Special Interest Group on “Big Data and Communication software”
    - Coordinator: Dr. Periklis Chatzimisios (peris@it.teithe.gr) – Yes
  - Special Interest Group on “Designing Future Optical Wireless Communication Networks”
    - Coordinator: Dr. Scott Fowler (scott.fowler@liu.se) – Yes

5.1- SIG on NFV and SDN technologies Head: Dr Adlen Ksentini • TPC Chair of the IEEE CloudNET 2017
- Prague
- CFP still open
- Topics: NFV, SDN, Cloud Computing
  - Tutorial in IEEE CCNC 2017 and IEEE/IFIP IM 2017
  - Programmable mobile networks: SDN, NFV, Edge Computing
  - New JSAC Series on Network Softenization
- CFP 1st September 2017
• Teaching Brigade on ONOS
  – Materials for SDN courses based on ONOS
5.2 SIG on Security in Software Communication
Head: Prof Jalel Ben-Othman & Dr. Y. Saaverda
• Symposium Co-Chair of ICC 2017 MWN, May 2017
• IEEE Comsoc Distinguished Lecturer Tour
  – UAE-Jordan-Lebanon March 2017
  – Lithuania-Estonia-Sweden April 2017
• Keynote ICCIP 2017, Tokyo, Japan, Nov. 2017
5.3 SIG on Big Data and Communication software activities
Head: Dr Periklis Chatzimisios
• Invited talk on "Internet of Things and Big Data: Applications, Technologies and Standards" – May 19, 2017 (University Pierre and Marie Curie, LIP6, Paris, France)
• Invited talk on "Internet of Things and Big Data: Applications, Technologies and Standards" – April 12, 2017 (University of Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy)
• Invited talk on "Protocols and Standardization Activities for 5G" – IEEE 5G Summit, January 19, 2017 (Lisbon, Portugal)
• Invited talk on "IoT and Big Data: Applications, Technologies and Standards" – 2nd International Summer School on Emerging Architectures and Key Technologies for 5G Networks (AegeanNetCom2016), August 30, 2016 (University of Aegean, Samos, Greece)
5.4 SIG on DETERMINE activities
Head: Dr Scott Fowler
• Various Talks on Free Space Optical at the 8th Nordic Workshop on System and Network Optimization for Wireless (SNOW’17)
  – https://www.ltu.se/org/srt/SNOW2017/
• EU demo at the DETERMINE Workshop held at SNOW’17 (http://determine.itn.liu.se/news-events.html)
• 2 Journal papers accepted on Stochastic Geometry Modeling and mmWAVE related to FSO.
5.5 SIG on Vehicular AdHoc Networks activities
Head: Prof. Hacene Fouchal
• Track chair
• Invited talk
• European C-ITS plateform
  – Active member of the Compliance assessment working group
• Involved in VANET deployments where 2 interesting issues
  - Geonetworking forwarding is standardized but difficult to deploy
- Security issues: The EU and US standards should merge in the next coming weeks
6- Report on standard activities In progress
7- TC involved Journal/magazine publications
- TC is available to support proposals for special issues on IEEE journals (ComMag, JSAC, etc.)
- For next meetings, please inform us if there is any involvement
8- TC endorsed conferences
- CITS 2017 - International Conference on Computer, Information and Telecommunication Systems, 21-23 July 2017, Dalian, China
ICC’17 Paris May 21-25, 2017, Symposium
  • Cognitive Radio and Networks Symposium
- Walid Saad Virginia Tech, USA
- Oliver Holland, King’s College London, UK
  • Communication Software, Services and Multimedia Applications Symposium (CSSMA Symposium)
    - Maria G. Martini,
    - Said Hoceini,
    - Abdallah Shami, Western Univ., Ontario, CA
–GC’17, Singapore, December 4-8, 2017
  • Adlen Ksentini for CSSMA symposium
–ICC’18, Kansas City, USA, May 19-25, 2018
  • Hacène Fouchal for CSSMA symposium
–GC’18, Abu Dhabi, UAE, December 9-13, 2018
  • Abdellah Shami for CSSMA symposium
–ICC’19, Shanghai, China, May 20-24, 2019
–GC’19, Waikoloa Village, HI, USA, December 9-13 2019 Some statistics ICC 2017 •
  Communication Software, Services and Multimedia Applications symposium
  – Submissions 68
  – Accepted papers 26
  – Acceptation rate 38%
• Cognitive Radio and Networks Symposium
  – Submissions 93
  – Accepted papers ??
  – Acceptation rate ??
Some statistics on Globecom 2017
Communication Software, Services and Multimedia Applications symposium – Submissions 91
  – Accepted papers: Not already available
  – Acceptation rate: around 37%
• Cognitive Radio and Networks Symposium
  – Submissions: ??
  – Accepted papers: Not already available
  – Acceptation rate: Not already available
9- Other business
Fouchal asked the attendee to help to disseminate the CFP of the CSSMA Symposium in order to increase the number of submissions in Globecom 2017
- Hacene Fouchal is one of the Keynote speakers in IEEE WINCOM 2017 endorsed by the TCS.
- Lynda Mokdad and Cheng Li are General Co-Chairs and Abdellatif Kobbane are Executive Chair of the IEEE WINCOM 2017 conference; also endorsed by TCS.
The meeting was adjourned at 1:20 pm.